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1. Introduction 
Let 5 be an (n + l)-dimensional, n > 2, real vector bundle, and let St and P[ 
denote respectively the sphere bundle and projective bundle associated to .$ The 
aim of this paper is to compute the first mod 2 cohomology groups of the spaces 
of sections of St and P[ provided that the base space X for 5 is a CW-complex 
of dimension m < n. 
It turns out that a key step in this calculation, based on Moore-Postnikov 
resolutions of St and P& is the description of the map of function spaces induced 
from reduction mod 2 of twisted integers. Section 2 is devoted to this subject. The 
main result, Theorem 2.6, provides a complete description of the Kiinneth suspension 
in the sense of Brown [l, 21 of the coefficient group homomorphism given by 
reduction mod 2. 
Exploiting the results of Section 2, we draw in Section 3 and 4 some consequences 
for the mod 2 cohomology of the spaces of sections of St and Pt. The main results 
contain explicit formulas for these cohomology groups in dimension d n - m + 1 if 
n-m>l. 
Results related to the ones presented here, as well as in [ 11,121, can be found in 
the initiating work by Hansen [7,8], in the papers by Larmore and Thomas [lo], 
Sutherland [14], and Crabb and Sutherland [3]. 
Finally, some remarks of a more technical nature. Throughout this paper, function 
spaces are denoted as in Switzer [ 151; i.e. for any cofibration i : A L, X, any fibration 
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p: Y-+B, and any map u:X+ Y, F,(X,A; Y,B) is the set of maps u:X+ Y for 
which vi = ui and pu = pu. Assuming the source as well as the target spaces to be 
compactly generated, we equip F,(X, A; Y, B) with the compactly generated 
topology associated to the compact-open topology. Then the evaluation map 
e: F,(X, A; Y, B) x X + Y given by e(u, x) = u(x) for u E F,(X, A; Y, B), x E X, is 
continuous; see [ 16,1.4]. 
I thank the referee for pointing out some possible improvements and extensions 
of the original paper. 
2. The effect on function spaces of reduction mod 2 
Let 
K(Z, n)+ Y- ’ B and K(2/2,n)+ Y2- B 
be two fibrations with Eilenberg-MacLane spaces as fibres over a connected space 
B and suppose that 
is a fibre map that extends the nontrivial map p : K (Z, n) + K (z/2, n) on the fibre. 
For any relative CW-complex (X, A) and any map u:X+ Y, composition with p 
from the left determines a map 
P: Fu(X A; y, B) + F,,(X A; Yz, B) 
between function spaces. The object of this section is to determine p; cf. [9, Theorem 
3.6.111. As we shall see, this is really a problem in homological algebra. 
For the discussion of p we need some facts about p itself: The local coefficient 
system associated to p will be denoted by Z[ b] where the homomorphism b : r,(B) + 
Aut(Z) is the action of R-,(B) on the fibre. We can view p as a geometric realization 
of the unique nontrivial map Z[b] + iZ/2 of local coefficient systems. For any relative 
CW-complex (2, C) and any map f:Z + Y, this map of local coefficient systems 
induces a cochain map 
r: r*(z, c; (pf)*Z[b]) + T”(Z, c; Z/2) 
of the cellular cochain complex of (Z, C) with coefficients in (pf)*Z[b] into that 
with mod 2 coefficients. Actually, r*(Z, C; 2/2) = r*(Z, C; (pf)*Z[b])OZ/2 and 
r is just the reduction mod 2 map. Let 
r.+ : H*(Z, C; (pf)*Z[b]) + H*(Z, C; Z/2) 
be the map induced by r. 
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Lemma 2.1. For any g E F,(Z, C; Y, B), 
s”( PJ; pg) = r,s”(f, g) 
where 6” denotes primary difference. 
Proof. Retrace the definition of 6” as it appears e.g. in [16, VI.61. 0 
We start the computation of p by recalling some fact from [12]. Let N be a free, 
non-positive chain complex over Z. Put N2 = NOZ/2 and let, as above, r: N+ N2 
denote reduction mod 2. Then there exist [4, Proposition 4.6, p. 27, and Lemma 
10.16, p. 1701 a freeRchain complex Ni, quasi-isomorphisms p, (Ye, &, and a chain 
map r’ such that the-diagram 
H(N)- N, 
r’ I\ r 
a2 I 
H(N2)- N:- N, 
commutes up to chain homotopy and such that p.+ = 1: H(N) --* H( H(N)) = H(N) 
and (PA* = (a&: H(W) + H(H(Nd) = H(K). 
Example 2.2. Let E be a chain complex of the type 
I: . . ~~O+O+~-+O+O-+~~~ 
consisting of just one copy of Z or of the type 
consisting of two copies of Z and with a boundary operator 8 that is multiplication 
by some integer t # 0. 
If E is of type I, then E = H(E) and /3 is the identity map. If E is of type II,, 
then p : E + H(E) is the chain map 
. . .-*&+(I -n/t+O+“’ 
whose nontrivial component is reduction mod t. 
For a complex E of type I or II,, t even, E, = H( E2), so we may take (Ye = p2. 
Then &r’ = azr’ = r: E + H( E2). If E is of type II,, t odd, H( E2) = 0 is trivial in 
all degrees and so also &r’ = 0 in all degrees. 
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The complexes E treated in Example 2.2 are called elementary [4, Definition 4.4, 
p. 271. Now [4, Proposition 4.5, p. 271, every complex N that is finitely generated 
in each degree is isomorphic, N = BE,, to a direct sum of such elementary complexes 
E,. We can thus in the general case construct p, r’, a2, p2 by applying the 
corresponding maps of Example 2.2 coordinatewise. In the following we shall 
assume that p, r’, az, p2 have been chosen in this way. 
The quasi-isomorphisms /?, LYE, and p2 induce isomorphisms of cofunctors [ 1, 
Theorem 2.8; 12, Lemma 2.21 
0 =Hom(l, P)*:H Hom(-, N)+H Hom(-, H(N)), 
&= Hom(1, &)*oHom(l, (Y,)*‘:H Hom(-, NJ+ I-Z Hom(-, H(N,)) 
on the category of projective chain complexes over Z. If N = T*(X, A; ufZ[b]) so 
that N2 = F’*(X, A; Z/2), where u1 = pu and (X, A) is assumed to have finite skeleta, 
then these isomorphisms can be interpreted [12, Lemma 2.31 as isomorphisms of 
cofunctors 
@: H”(-x(X, A); prfuFZ[b])+ 6 H’(-; H”-‘(X, A; 4wbl)) 
i=O 
@,: H”(-x(X, A); Z/2) + 6 H’(-; H”-‘(X, A; Z/2)) 
i=O 
on the category of relative CW-complexes; here, and in the following, pr, stands 
for projection onto the second factor. 
Let Fz denote (a CW-approximation to) the path-component of F,(X, A; Y, B) 
containing u and let e : Ft x X + Y be the evaluation map e( u, x) = V(X), b E Ft, 
x E X. Since both e and u opr2 can fill out the commutative diagram 
the primary difference 6”( u opr2, e) E H”( Ft x (X, A); przuFZ’[ b]) is defined, and 
if @6”(uopr,, e)=z:=, e’, where e’ E H’(Fz; H”-‘(X, A; uTZ[b])), then [12, 
Theorem 3.11 
fi ei: Ft -+ ifi, K(H”-‘(X, A; uTZ[b]), i) 
i=l 
is a homotopy equivalence. Similarly, there is a homotopy equivalence 
fi e:: F$,+ ifJ, K(H”-‘(X, A; Z/2), i) 
i=l 
defined on the component FE,, of F,,(X, A; Y2, B) containing pu and derived from 
the evaluation map e2: Fi,, x X + Y2. 
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Put H”-’ = H”-‘(X, A; uTZ[b]) and Hz-’ = H”-‘(X, A; Z/2), 0~ i G n. The above 
remarks show that p : Fz + F”,,, can be regarded as a map 
p: iil K(H”-‘, i)-+ fi K(Hi-i, i) 
i=l 
between products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces or, alternatively, as a cohomology 
operation 
p: @I H’(-; H”-‘) + 6 H’(-; H;-i). 
i=l 
The key observation of this section is the following algebraic description of this 
operation. 
Note that if P = T,(Z; Z) is the integral cellular chain complex of a connected 
CW-complex Z, then 
H” Hom(P, H(N)) = 6 H’(Z; H”-‘) 3 6) 
i=O i=l 
since H(N) has trivial boundary operators. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P = I’,(Z; Z) be the integral cellular 
CW-complex Z. Then there is a commutative diagram 
+, H’(Z; H”-‘)” 6 H’(Z; H;-I) 
Q ‘1 
H’(Z; H”-‘) 
chain complex of a connected 
R H” Hom(P, H(N)) - H” Hom(P,H(N,)) 
where R = Hom(l,&),~Hom(l, r’)*oHom(l, p);‘. 
Proof. Let f: Z -+ Ft be any map and [j-j E @y=, H’(Z; H”+‘) its homotopy class. 
Then p[jJ l @y=, H’(Z; Hl-‘) is, by definition, the homotopy class of pf: Z + F$,. 
From [6, 1.2; 12, Remark 3.21 we know,that 
[jJ= @(f x l)*S”(uopr,, e) 
and similarly that 
pVl= [@I= @Apfx l)*S”(puoprz, e2). 
the relation pe = e,o(p x 1) and Lemma 2.1 imply that 
(pf x 1)*6”(puopr,, 4 = G”(puopr,, e,o(pf x 1)) = ~“(puopr~, peo(f x 1)) 
= r*8n(uOpr2, eo(f x l))= r*(f x l)*Sn(uOpr2, e); 
i.e. p[fl= @zr*@-l[fj. 
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Under the identifications depicted in the commutative diagram 
H”((Z, *)x(X, A); pr?uTZ[b]) r* H”((Z, *)x(X, A); 2/2) 
II II 
H” Horn (P, N) 
Hom(l,r)* 
b H” Hom( P, N2) 
Q, CC 
I 
- @> 
I 
H” Hom(P, H( IV)) H” Hom( P, H( NJ) 
1 I 
6 H’(Z, *; H”-‘) 
i=l 
6 H’(Z, *; H;-‘), 
see [12, Lemma 2.31 for the two upper vertical isomorphisms, the equation p = 
@,r,@-’ is equivalent to the equation 
p = @,oHom(l, r),o@-‘. 
Plucking in the definitions of @ and Qz gives the desired result. 0 
Here is a reformulation of Lemma 2.2. We consider a map f: Z + Ft = 
fly=, K(H”-‘, i) and would like to compute pf:Z+ F$=ny=, K(Hidi, i). To this 
end, choose an n-cocycle cp E Z” Hom(P, H(N)) in the cohomology class of [f] E 
@ye, H’(Z; Hnpi)= H” Hom(P, H(N)). Since P is projective (free), there exists 
a lift (P’E Z” Hom(P, N) such that the diagram 
P 
commutes up to a homotopy of degree n + 1. Then j3Zr’(p’E Z” Hom(P, H( NJ) 
represents [pfl E@:=, H’(Z; Hi-‘) = H” Hom(P, H(N,)). 
Example 2.4. Let E be an elementary complex with H”-‘(E) # 0. Let B(H”-l(E)) 
denote the (normalized) bar-resolution and make E into a complex of H”-‘(E)- 
modules by the trivial action. 
If E is elementary of type I, H”-‘(E) = Z, and we let cp’~ Z” Hom,(B(Z), E) = 
Z’(B(Z); Z) be the chain map of degree -n 
. . . - B*(Z) - B,(Z) - B,(Z) - . . . 
I 4 I . . ~---+0-z-0 __* . . . 
given by a:[~] = x, where x E Z and [x] E B,(Z) denotes the corresponding generator 
[5, IVS]. 
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If E is elementary type II,, so H”-’ (E)=Z/f, let cp’~.Z~ Hom,,,(B(Z/t), E) be 
the chain map of degree -n 
. . . - B3(Zl t) - B,(U t) - B,(U t) - B&V t) -... 
. . .- 0 - z ,z -o----+.*. 
given by cp;[x] = 3 and 
cpk,x,Y] = 
1 
:-IY ifz+Js t, 
ifZ+jj< t 
where, for z E Z/t, X E Z is the unique lift of x in the interval 0 s X < t. 
In both cases, 
&J’E 2” Horn,“-1 ,&W”?E)), H(E)) 
=Z’(B(H”_‘(E)); H”_‘(E)) 
= Hom( iYnP1( E), Hn-‘( E)) 
is the identity map and 
&I’(P’E Z”Hom H”-~~&W~%W, H(G)) 
= Hom( H”-‘( E), Hnml( E,))OZ2( B( Hn-l( E)); Hne2( E) 
has r* : H”-‘(E) + H”-‘( E2) as its first component. The second component is trivial 
unless E is of type II,, t even, where it represents the generator E of 
H2( W-‘( E), 1; H”-2( E2)) = Z/2 = Ext( iT’(E), W-l( E2)). 
Suppose that N = T*(X, A; u~Z[b]) . IS an elementary complex with H”-‘= 
H”-‘(N) # 0. Since [ 16, VI.41 Hom,(B(n), Q) = Hom(P, Q), where, for any group 
r, P = T,(K( r, 1); Z) and Q is a complex of trivial r-modules, Lemma 2.3 and 
Example 2.4 show that if N is elementary of type I then 
p: K(Z, l)+ K(Z/2,1) 
is the nontrivial map, and if N is of type II,, t even, then both coordinates of 
p: K(Z/t,l)~K(2/2,1)xK(2/2,2) 
are nontrivial; cf. [9, Theorem 3.6.111. If N is of type II,, t odd, then F$ = * is 
contractible. 
The scheme is now to obtain a result for general N = @ E, by coordinatewise 
application of the above result for elementary complexes. Before the explicit compu- 
tation of p : Fy+ F%,, 
can not be too wild. 
I have found it convenient to insert a lemma showing that p 
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The projection prj : ny=, K(H”-‘, i) + K( H”-‘, j) onto the jth factor, 1 <j s n, 
induces a monomorphism in cohomology, so we may regard H*(K( I-I”-‘, j)) as a 
subgroup of EZ*(fly=, K(H”-‘, i)). Also H*(K(H,“-‘, j)) can be regarded as a 
subgroup of H*(fl:=, K(H;-‘, i)), and we let 
2iE Hi(H;-i, j; H;-j)c H’(ny=‘=, K(H;-‘, i); Hi-j), 1 GjS n, 
denote the fundamental class. 
Lemma 2.5. For 1 <j s n, p*(& belongs to the subgroup 
Hj(Hn-j+l, j_ 1; H;-JI)Bff.i(ff=j,j; H;-j) 
ofH’(~~=, K(H”-‘, i); HT-j). 
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.3 with Z = Ft and f the identity map. 
For 1 s j G n, let P(j) =‘P,( K (H”-‘, j); Z) be the integral cellular chain complex 
w.r.t. some CW-decomposition of K(H”-‘, j). We may assume that P(j)0 = 72, that 
P(j),=OforO<q<jifj>l,andthata:P(l), -+ P( 1)0 is trivial. Choose an n-cocycle 
cp( j) E Zj(P( j); H”-‘) representing the fundamental class in H’( Z-I”-‘, j; H”-‘) and 
let also cp( j) E 2” Hom(P(j), H(N)) denote the obvious extension 
. . .-, W)j+l - P(j)j - P(j),-1 -, . . . 
0 I o(j) I 0 I 
0 0 0 
. . . -, Hn-j-l -H”-’ - H”-j+’ -, . . 
of p(j) to a chain map of degree -n. There exists a lift p(j)’ E 2” Hom( P( j), N) 
of cp( j), i.e. /39(j)’ = q(j), whose image is contained in the subcomplex 
@{EY~Hn-i(E,)#O} of @ E,= N. Then p(j),=.0 for q>j+l, and we may also 
assume that cp( j), = 0 for q <j. 
The cellular complex of Z=n:=, K(H”-‘, i) is P=@yzl P(i). Let cp’~ 
Hom(P, N)” be the map of degree -n given by 
(i) cpb=O for q>n+l and for qs0. 
(ii) For 1 <j s n, ‘pi : Pj -+ N ‘-j is zero on all groups of the direct sum 
q= @ P(l)i,O’ “OP(n),n 
i,+...+i,=j 
except on P(l),@. * *@P(j-l)jO* . -@p(n), where 
$$(lO* * .@x@. * .Ol)=cp(j-l);(x), xEP(j-l)j, 
and on P(l)oO. . .OP(j)j@*. *@P(n), where 
(p;(lo* ..@y@. . .O 1) = cp(j)l(Y), Y E -W)j. 
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(iii) cp;=cp(l); on P,=P(l),OP(2),0...OP(n),=P(l),. 
One easily checks that rp’ is in fact a chain map of degree -n; i.e. that cp’e 
2” Hom( P, N). 
The jth component of 
pq E Z” Hom( P, H(N)) = 6 Z’( P, Hnpi) 
i=O 
represents the fundamental class in 
H’(H”_‘,j; I$“_‘) c H’(n;=, K(H”_‘, i); H”_j), 1 Gj=z n, 
and the jth component of 
&T’~‘E Z” Hom(P, H(N,)) = 6 Z’(P; H,“-‘) 
i=O 
represents a cohomology class in the subgroup Hj(H”-jtl, j - 1; H;-‘)$ 
H’(H”-j,j; Hi-‘) of H’(ny=, K(H”-‘, i); Hz-j), l<jsn. To see this, we apply 
the fact [ 16, II.21 that the product induced from the cross product of cellular cochains 
agrees with the cross product in singular cohomology. 
Since thus pq corresponds to the identity map Ff + Ft, Lemma 2.3 shows that 
&r’q’ corresponds to p : F! + Fi,. This finishes the proof. q 
Schematically, Lemma 2.5 asserts that p : Ft + F$ is determined by a collection 
of 2n - 1 maps, or cohomology operations, as shown in the diagram 
F~=K(H”~‘,~)XK(H”~~,~)XK(H”~~,~)X~~~XK(H~,~-~)XK(H~,~) 
I \I \I 11 \I 
F~,=K(H;-‘,~)XK(H,“-~,~)~K(H;~~,~)X~~~XK(H:,~-~)~K(H~,~). 
The structure of this collection of maps was hinted at already in Example 2.4 and 
now follows an explicit computation. 
Recall that N = @ E, is a direct sum of elementary complexes E, and note that 
the group 
Ext(H”-‘+‘(E,), H”-‘(E,OZ/2)), 1 <js n, 
is either trivial or isomorphic to H/2. Let EC be the generator of this group in case 
E, is of type II,, t even, and H”-jf’( E,) f 0, and put .ajy = 0 in all other cases. Let 
.& =@ E;E Ext(@ H”-‘+‘(E,),@ H”-‘(E,@i2/2)) = Ext(H”-‘+‘, H;-j) 
Y 
denote the direct sum [5, III.21 over v of E i. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem, 
we can consider ai as an element of Hj(H”-j+‘, j - 1; H”-j). Also, r* : H”-’ -+ H,“-j 
can be regarded as an element of H’(H”-‘, j; H,“-j). 
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Theorem 2.6. The pull-back p*(x$ of the fundamental class 
is given by 
&E H'(.Y,"_',j; H;-j) 
p*(x’,) = 1 I* for j= 1, r,+& for l<jGn. 
Proof. Let 4 : K (H”-‘, j) + fly=, K ( Hnei, i) be the inclusion of the jth factor, 1 s j < 
n. From Lemma 2.5 it follows that it suffices to show that (pij)*x{= r.+~ 
H’( H”-‘, j; Hy-j) for 1 <j s n and that (@)*x’,” = .&+I E Hj+‘( H”-j, j; Hi-j-‘) for 
lCj<n. 
First, the case j = 1. For each u such that H”-‘(E,) # 0, let 
(P:E Z” Horn ““-I~E,,(B(H”-‘(Ey)), E”) 
be the lift of the identity given in Example 2.4. Since H”-’ =@ H”-‘(E,), where 
the direct sum is over all v such that H”-‘(E,) # 0, any element x E H”-’ can be 
written uniquely as x = 1 x, with x, E HnP’( E,). Let 
(P’E Z” Horn ,fi+(B(H”-‘), N) 
be the chain map of degree -n given by 
cp;: B,(H”-‘)+ N’-‘=$ E”,-‘, cp;[Cx,]=C (p:[xy], 
cp;: &(H+‘) + N”-2 = 8 E”,-2, cp:[C x, IC yul =E (P:[x~ ivvl, 
and cpb=O for q/1,2. Since 
/$‘E Z’(B(H”-‘); H”-‘)c Z” Hom,rz-I(B(H”-‘), H(N)) 
represents the inclusion map i, : K( HRP1, 1) --* F:, Lemma 2.3 shows that 
P2r’q’~ Z’(B(H+‘); Hi-‘)+Z’(B(H”-I); H;-‘) 
c Z” Horn ,n+l(B(H”-‘), H(NJ) 
represents pi: K( H”-‘, 1) + F”,,, . But by virtue of the coordinate-wise construction 
of cp’, it is-clear from Example 2.4 that the first component of p2r’(p’ lies in the 
cohomology class of I.+ E H’( H”-‘, 1; Hl-l) and that the second component lies in 
the class of E’=@ EWE H2(H”-‘, 1; H2nP2). In other words, (pi,)*x: = r.+ and 
(pi2)*x: = E2. 
Next, the case j> 1. Since coefficient group homomorphisms and Bockstein 
operators are stable cohomology operations, we may replace pi, by its (j - 1)-fold 
loop QJP’pb. This amounts to replacing (X, A) by (S’-‘, *) x (X, A) and u by uopr, 
for fiJ-‘pE = F&,,2((SJ-1, *) x (X, A); Y, B) and a similar formula holds for F$. 
Thus the case j > 1 follows from the case j = 1. 0 
One may rephrase the content of Theorem 2.6 by saying, that the problem of 
computing p : FE + Fj,, reduces to the problem of decomposing N= 
T*(X, A; uTilT[b]) into a direct sum of elementary complexes. 
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In the next two sections, Theorem 2.6 is applied in the computation of some 
mod 2 cohomology groups of the space of sections of the sphere or projective bundle 
associated to a real vector bundle. 
3. Spaces of sphere bundle sections 
Let .z$ be an (n + 1)-dimensional, n > 2, real vector bundle over a connected, finite 
relative CW-complex (X, A) of dimension m < n, and let u be any section of the 
associated sphere bundle St. The purpose of this section is to compute some mod 2 
cohomology groups of the space F,(X, A; SF X) of sections of St that agree with 
u on A. See [7,8,10,12,14] for information on some homotopy groups of this space. 
Put d = n-m, Hi= H’(X, A; Z/2), and H’= H’(X, A; Z[w,(&)]) where 
w,(t) : n,(X) --, Z/2 = Aut(Z) is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of 5. 
Since n > 2, St has a Moore-Postnikov resolution of the form 
% 
K(Z, n) + sn+, - K(Z/2, n+2) 
X - K(Z, n + 1; w*(O) 
where K(Z, n + 1; w,(l)) is a twisted Eilenberg-MacLane space realizing the local 
coefficient system Z[ w, (t)] and 
k=Sq*U+w,([)U 
where U E H”(S,+,, A; Z/2) = H”(S5, A; Z/2) = H”+‘(X, S(t); Z/2) is the Thorn 
class. This expression for k follows from the relation Sq* U = w*(t) U in 
H*+*(S[, A; Z/2) = Hnt3(X, St; Z/2). 
The induced factorization [12] of F,(X, A; Sg, X), 
Fu(X, A; St, X) 
fi K(H,“-‘,d+i+l)-*F,(X,A;S,+,,X) 
i=O 
I 
fi K(H”“,d+i)=Fu(X,~;S,+,,X) ’ - Fku(X, A; K(Z/& n+2), *), 
i=O 
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shows that there is a (d + 1)-connected map 
F,(X,A;S5,X)~K(H”,d)xK(H”-‘,d+l) 
and a (d + 2) -connected map 
F,(X, A; %, X) + F,(X, A; Sn+z, X). 
In particular 
Hd(FU(X, A, St, X); h/2) = Hd(Hm, d; Z/2) = Hom(H”, Z/2) 
= Hom(H”, P/2) = Hom(H,“, H/2) = H,(X, A; Z/2). 
Moreover, since F,(X, A; Sn+*, X) is the mapping fibre of _k, there is an exact 
sequence of the form 
o-+H~+‘(K(Hm,d)xK(Hm-l,d+1);z/2) 
+ EZd”(FU(X, A; St, X), Z/2) -+ Q + 0 
where Q = kern(k* : Hdf2( Fku ; H/2) + Hd+‘( F,, ; Z/2)). 
Note that _k* can be considered as a H/2-linear map 
_k*: Hom( Hy, Z/2) + 
defined on the dual vector space of HY. The main problem is to compute _k* in 
order to get a hold on its kernel Q. 
Note also that 
Hd+‘(K(Hm, d) x K(H”-‘, d + 1); Z/2) = H,,_,(X, A; H/2) 
if d > 1. This can be seen by first considering elementary complexes and then using 
the splitting N =@ E, of N = T*(X, A; Z[w,(t)]). 
It turns out that &* is a monomorphism if d > 1 and we arrive thus at the following 
main result. 
Theorem 3.1. F,(X, A; St, X) is (d -1)-connected and 
H’(Fu(K A; St, Xl; z/2)= Hm(X A; z/2) 
ifi=d, 
H _ (x A. z,2) 
InI , 7 ifi=d+l andd>l. 
We start the computation of Q by decomposing k into two simpler maps. Let 
S 
P 
n+, - KW2, n) xx 
\/ 
PF2 
X 
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be the fibre map given by P*(L” x 1) = U, where L, E H”(iZ/2, n; 2/2) is the funda- 
mental class, and put 
kz = Sq*‘, x 1+ L, x w,(t): K(Z/2, n) xX -+ K(Z/2, n +2). 
Then k = k2p and k = k,p: 
F,(X, 4 .%,+i, X) k - F/AX, A; K(U2, n +2), *) 
P 
I / 
5 
Q,(X, A; K(U2, n) xX, X). 
The map p was computed in the previous section so we now proceed with a 
description of k2. 
The map k, itself has the following property: 
Lemma 3.2. Let f: Z -+ K(2/2, n) XX be any map of a relative CW-complex (Z, C) 
into K(Z/2, n) XX. Then in H”+*(Z, C; z/2), 
6”+2(k,f, k,g) = %*6”(A g)+f*(l x w2(5)) u S'Yf, g), 
for any g E F,(Z, C; K(Z/2, n) xX, X). 
The easy proof is left to the reader. 
The induced map _k2 may be considered as a map 
_k: fi K(H,“-‘, d+i)+ t K(HmPi, d+i+2) 
i=O i=O 
between products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In particular, !cz* = Hd”(_k2) can 
be considered as a homomorphism 
_k,*: Hom( HT, 2/2) --, 
defined on the dual vector space Hom( HT, 2/2) of HT. We shall now compute 
Let x: Hr -+ 212 be any Z/2-form on Hr. Then 
x E Hom( Hr, 2/2) = Hd (Hy, d; z/2), 
x 0 Sq’ E Hom( H?-‘, 2/2) = Hd+‘( Hy-‘, d + 1; z/2), and 
~0 8 E Hom( HT-‘, 2/2) = Hd+2( HT-*, d +2; z/2), 
where, in the last line, 8 = Sq2+ w2([) u - : Hy-’ -+ Hr. 
kz*. 
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Lemma 3.3. For any x E Hom( H,“, Z/2), 
_kT(X)=Sq2X+Sq1(X”Sq1)+X”e 
in Hd+2(H,“, d; Z/2)0 Hd+2(H;-‘, d + 1; Z/2)0 Hdt2(H2”-‘, d +2; 212)~ 
Hd+‘(Fk, ; Z/2). 
Proof. Recall that the homotopy equivalence 
ii e;: F,,(X, A; K(Z/2, n) xX, X) + fi K(HTPi, d + i) 
i=O i=O 
is derived from the evaluation map 
e2: F,,(X, A; K(Z/2, n) x X, X) XX + K(Z/2, n) x X 
by applying an isomorphism 
@,: H”(- x (X, A); Z/2) -+ [H*(-; Z/2)OH;]” 
to the primary difference G”(pu~pr,, 2 e ) E H”(FPu x (X, A); Z/2). We may choose 
Q2 such that Q2(x x y) = x@y for any x E H”-*(-; Z/2), y E H,*. 
The homotopy equivalence 
fi e;: Fk,,(X,A; K(Z/2,n+2),*)+ fi K(HFPi,d+i+2) 
i=O i=o 
is derived from the evaluation map e3: FkU(X, A; K(Z/2, n +2), *) x X + 
K (Z/2, n + 2) in a similar way. 
For 0~ is m, choose a Z/2-vector space basis {xii [Jo -Ii} for Hi and let 
{x$} c Hom( Hi, Z/2) = H”-‘( Hi, n - i; Z/2) c H”-‘(F,,,; Z/2) 
be the dual basis. Then 
@,6”(pu~pr,, e2) = f C x$OxV 
i=O jeJ, 
for the component in H’( F,, ; z/2)@ HZnPi of @,6”(pu~pr,, e,) describes the projec- 
tion F,,=~~~oK(H~-i,d+i)-+ K(H;-‘, i). Similarly [6, 1.2; 12, Remark 3.21, 
the components of 
_k2: F,,= i K(Hy-i,d+i)* Fku= fi K(HTPi,d+i+2) 
i=O I=0 
are given by the components in [H*(F,,; Z/2)0 Hf]“+’ of 
02(k2x 1)*6”+*(ku 0 pr,, e3). But 
(k2x l)*Sn+‘(kuopr2, e3) = Snf2(kuopr20(k2x l), e30(!c2x 1)) 
= 6”+2(k2puopr2, k2e2) 
= Sq2~“(Puopr2,e2) + (1 x w2(5)) 
u 6”(puopr2, e2) 
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by Lemma 3.2. Hence 
%(_k2X 1)*6”+2(kuopr,, e3) 
=c (sq2x~oxij+sq1x:,osq’x,i+x@Mx~). 
iJ 
The terms in Hd+2( F,, ; Z/2) @ H7 add up to 
C sq2x~j@xm~ + C SqlxLl,jOSq'X~-~,j+ C Xi_,,jO OX,_,,j. 
ieJ,. iE J,-, ia -I,-2 
This means that, for any k E J, and x’,~ E Hom(H,“, Z/2) = H,(X, A; Z/2), one has 
ICT(Xkk) = sq2x~fc+ Sq’ C (xA!f~ s~lx*-l)x’,-l,j 
jtJ+l 
+ c (&lb oxm-2,j)xL2,j 
jtJ,-, 
where ( , ): H,,,(X, A; Z/2) 0 Hy + Z/2 is the Kronecker pairing. If x # 0, then we 
can assume that x = xLk for some k E J,,,, and then the above equality is the equality 
of the lemma written out in coordinates. 0 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 3.3 together provide a complete description of _k* = p*_k,* 
and thus also of Q = kern _k*. 
In the previous section we defined element cdfi E Ext( Hmpi+‘, HTpi) for use in 
the description of p. Let now 
gd+i: Hd+i(Hy-i, d + i; Z/2) = Hom( HTpi, Z/2) -+ Ext(HmP’+‘, Z/2) 
c Hd+‘( Hmei+‘, d + i - 1; Z/2) 
be the connecting homomorphism [S, III.31 of adti, i = 1,2. 
Lemma 3.4. The kernel Q = Hom(H,“, Z/2) of k* = p*_k,* is the set of forms 
x: Hy -+ Z/2 for which 
Sq2(xor,) = Sq’G”+‘(xoSq’) in Hd+*(Hm, d; Z/2), 
Sq’(xoSq’or.+)= cY~+~(xoO) in Hdt2(Hmm1, d+l; Z/2), and 
,yoeor*=O in Hd+‘(Hmp2, d +2; Z/2). 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.3 it suffices to compute p*(Sq*x), p*(Sq’(xoSq’)), 
and p*(xo 13) in order to have a complete description of _k* = p*_k,*. Theorem 2.6 
implies that 
p*CQ2x) = Sq*(p*x) = Sq2(xor,) 
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in Hdf2(Hm, d; Z/2); 
p*(sq1(x6q1)) = sq’p*(xSq’) = Sql(Sdfl(X”Sq’)+X~Sqlor*) 
= sq’ 8df1(X 0 Sq’) + Sq’(x 0 sq’ 0 r*) 
in Hd+‘(Hm, d; Z/2)@ Hd+‘(Hm-‘, d + 1; Z/2); and 
P*(X”e)=6d+“(X.e)+xoeor* 
in Hd+‘(Hm-‘, d + 1; Z/2)@ Hdf2(H”-2, d +2; Z/2). Cl 
Now follow two (probably well-known) observations needed in the analysis of 
the system of equations from Lemmma 3.4. Let G be any finitely generated abelian 
group. 
Lemma 3.5. For any d > 1, Sq2: Hd(G, d; Z/2) -+ Hd+2(G, d; Z/2) is a mono- 
morphism. 
Proof. By stability of Sq2 and additivety of functors, it suffices to prove the assertion 
for d = 2 and G cyclic. We leave this to the reader. q 
Lemma 3.6. (1) Sq’ : H2( G, 1; E/2) -+ H3(G, 1; Z/2) vanishes on the subgroup 
Ext( G, Z/2) of H2( G, 1; Z/2). 
(2) For any d > 1, Sq’(Hd+‘(G, d; Z/2)) =O. 
Proof. Assume that d 2 1 and consider Ext(G, Z/2) as a subgroup of 
Hd+‘(G, d; Z/2) by the Universal Coefficient Formula. We must show that 
Sq’ Ext( G, Z/2) = 0. 
The short exact sequence 0 --* Z/2 + H/4 + Z/2 --* 0 of coefficient groups induces 
a long exact sequence 
. . . ---, Hd+‘(G, d; Z/2) + Hd+‘(G, d; Z/4) + Hd+‘(G, d; Z/2) 
sq’ 
--, Hd+‘( G, d; Z/2) + . . . 
of cohomology groups. By naturality there is a commutative diagram 
Hd+‘( G, d; Z/4) + Hd+‘(G, d; Z/2) 
U u 
Ext( G, H/4) + Ext( G, Z/2) 
where both horizontal homomorphisms are induced from the epimorphism 
H/4 + Z/2. But we know [5, III.31 that the induced map between the Ext-groups 
is an epimorphism. Hence Sq’ Ext( G, H/2) = 0 by exactness. Cl 
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We are now ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let x E Q. Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.6 show that 
Sq’(xor,) = Sq’Gd+‘(xOSql) =0 
and hence xor, =0 by Lemma 3.5 for d > 1 by assumption. But then x =0 for 
r* : H m + H,” is an epimorphism. 0 
Finally, we discuss the case d = 1. For any homomorphism p : G --+ H of abelian 
groups, write p* : Hom( H, -) + Hom( G, -) for the map defined by composition 
from the right by CL. In particular 
(130 r*)*: Hom(H,“, Z/2) + Hom( Hmm2, Z/2) 
is induced from 00 r*: HmP2 -+ Hy and 
(Sq’or*)*; Hom(H,“, Z/2) + Hom( H”-l, Z/2) 
is induced from Sq’or,: H”-’ + HF. Also, let 
8: Hom( H”-l, Z/2) + Ext(H”-‘, Z/2) 
be the connecting homomorphism of the nontrivial element of Ext(Z/2,2/2) so 
that 8 can be identified to Sq’ : H2(H”-‘, 2; Z/2) + H3(Hm-‘, 2; Z/2). 
Proposition 3.7. When d = 1, there is an exact sequence of cohomology groups with 
Z/ 2 coeficien ts 
O+ H2(K(Hm, l)xK(H’+‘, 2)) + H’FJX, A; St, X) + Q + 0 
where Q= kern(O~r,)*nkern(6df2~O*+80(Sq10r+.)*)~ Hom(H,“,Z/2). 
Proof. The first equation of Lemma 3.4 is void, for Sq’(xo r*) = 0 since ~0 r.+ E 
H’(H”‘, 1; Z/2) and also SqlGd+‘(xOSq’) =0 by Lemma 3.6. The given formula for 
Q is just a re-expression of the remaining two equations of Lemma 3.4. 0 
In the case Hy-‘= H”-’ = 0, the proposition shows that Q = Hom( H,“, H/2); 
i.e. k* = 0. This contrasts the case d > 1. 
The formula of [13] implies that Sq’r*(x) = wl(t)u r*(x) for XE Hm-‘. 
4. Spaces of projective bundle sections 
In this section we let X denote a connected, finite CW-complex of dimension m 
and .$ an (n + I)-dimensional real vector bundle over X, n > 2, d = n -m 3 1. The 
aim is to calculate the first mod 2 cohomology groups of the space of sections of 
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the projective bundle P.$ associated to 5. See [3, 10, 11, 121 for further information 
on this space and its analogue in the complex case. 
Let A be the canonical line bundle over RP” = K(Z/2,1). The total space of the 
sphere bundle S((n + l)A) of the (n + 1)-fold Whitney sum of A with itself can be 
identified to RP”. Thus we get an n-sphere bundle 
S” -+ S(( n + l)A) = IWP” -+ IWP” 
representing the first stage in the Postnikov decomposition of RP”. 
More generally, form the tensor product A 0 5 over RP” x X. The total space of 
the associated sphere bundle S(A 0 5) can be identified to total space of P& so we 
obtain an n-sphere bundle 
which, when composed with the projection pr,: RP” x X - X, can be viewed as 
the first stage in the Moore-Postnikov resolution of Pt. 
The next stage in the resolution is determined by a map 
e: P2+ K 
of P2 = RP” x X into the twisted Eilenberg-MacLane space K = K(Z, n + 1; w,(A 0 
5) over K( rl(Pz), 1) realizing the local coefficient system wr(A 0 5) : n-,( P2) -+ Z/2 = 
Aut(Z). In fact, e, which is the (twisted) Euler class of A 0 5, is part of a fibre map 
e 
Pz- K 
of PI,?+ P2 into the path-space fibration FK + K of K in the category of spaces 
over and under K(T,(P2), 1). 
Let now PK2 + K2 be the (usual) path-space fibration over K, = K (Z/2, n + 1). 
Then there exists a fibre map 
P 
K - K2 
between the two path-space fibrations such that p realizes reduction mod 2 of the 
integers twisted by w,( A 0 5) and p is non-trivial on the fibers. 
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Form the diagram 
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(D) Ptp FK p PK2 
e P 
P2- K - K, 
by sticking together the above two diagrams. Note that 
pe = f w,(A)~+‘+~@w,-~(~) 
i=ll 
for pe is the mod 2 Euler class of A 0 5. If u is a section of P[ and u2 : X --* P2 the 
corresponding section of Pz -+ X, the maps of (D) induce fibre maps 
(II) F,(X; P.$ PJ -5 F,,(X; I'K K) p F,,,(X; PKa KJ 
I I I 
F:(X; K W- F&(X; I'K) - F,,,(X; PK,) 
FO,,( X; Pz, X)2 F:JX; K) P - FpetJX; Kd 
between fibrations of function spaces; here Fi2(X; Pz, X) denotes the path- 
component of F,,,(X; P2, X) that contains u2, etc. 
If A(u)c 5 denotes the line bundle spanned by u(X), then uT(hOO= A(u)@[; 
cf. [3, Lemma3.11. Hence F,(X; P[, Pz) can beidentified to thespace T(S(A(u)OS)) 
of sections of S(A( u)O[) and the fibration to the left in (D) can be rewritten as 
T(S(A(u)@S)) - r,(P[) + W’” (*) 
where r,( PC) = Fz(X; P& X) and Ft2(X; P2, X) has been identified to IRP” = 
K(Z/2,1). The projection of (*) is the composition 
where the first map is defined by evaluation at a fixed point in X and the second 
map is the inclusion. 
The fibration to the right in (D) can be identified to the path space fibration over 
F&X; K2)= fj K(HT-i,d+l+i). 
i=O 
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See [12] for some remarks on the middle fibration; for our purposes it suffices to 
note that 
F,,(X; PK, K) = fi K(H*-‘, d + i) 
i=O 
where now H”-’ - H”-‘(X; iZ[w,(A(u)O5)])d eno t es cohomology with coefficients 
in the integral local coefficient system twisted by w,(h(u)) + ~~(5)). 
Now follow two lemmas that will enable us to compare the mod 2 Serre spectral 
sequences of the fibrations of (ID). All cohomology groups have Z/2 coefficients 
unless something else is explicitly stated. 
Lemma 4.1. 7’he homomorphism 
c*: H’F,,(X; PK, K) --+ H’F,(X; I’& P2) 
isahomomorphismifd=I=iord>I andi<d+l. 
Proof. As noted above, F,(X; P[, PJ = T(S(A(u)O[)) and F,,(X; i&V, K) = 
n K(H“-‘, d + i), and it is easy to see that Lemma 4.1 is just a reformulation of 
Theorem 3.1. 0 
Lemma 4.2. The homomorphism 
p*: H’F,,,(X; PK2, KJ -+ H’F,(X; FK, K) 
is an isomorphism for i = d 2 1 and an epimorphism for i = d + 1 and d > 1. 
Proof. If i = d 2 1, the map in question can be identified to the homomorphism 
<&*: Hom( H”, Z/2) + Hom( HY, Z/2) 
induced from the reduction mod 2 ri = r*: H” -+ HP = H”@Z/2. This is clearly 
an isomorphism. 
If i = d + 1 and d > 1, p* can, according to Theorem 2.6, be identified to the map 
Ext( HT, Z/2)0 Hom( Hy-’ , Z/2) -+ Ext( H”, Z/2)0 Hom( H”-l, Z/2) 
(x, Y) + (t&*x+ ad+‘y, (ri”)*v), 
where x E Ext( HT, Z/2), y E Hom( Hy-‘, Z/2), and r$+’ = r.+ : H”-’ + Hy-‘. One 
easily sees that this is an epimorphism if N = T*(X; Z[ w,(h (u)O 01) were an 
elementary complex. But the lemma then follows by additivity of functors. q 
Regarding the Stiefel-Whitney class W,_i(A(U)O[) E Hy-‘= Hom(H,,_i(X; 
Z/2), Z/2) as a form on H,_,(X; Z/2), 0~ is m, the main result of this section 
can be formulated as follows. 
Theorem 4.3. Let u be any section of P.$ and consider the space r,,( Pt) of all sections 
of Pt vertically homotopic to u. Then 
(1) there is a d-connected map r,(P.$) + RP” 
(2) for any d > 1, 
Hd(I’,(P[); Z/2) =2/20kern w,(A(u)O[) 
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(3) for any d > 1, 
zP”(r,(zJg); Z/2) = 
i 
kern w,(A(u)OS)OH,,-,(X; Z/2) ifWm(A(u)05)f0, 
Z/20&(X; 2/2)0kern w,_r(A(u)O[) otherwise. 
Proof. (1) follows from the fibration (*) for the fibre T(S(A( u)Ot)) is (d - 
1)-connected by Theorem 3.1. 
In order to prove the 2nd and 3rd assertion, first note that by [lo; 3, Corollary 
3.31 it suffices to consider the case where A(U) is the trivial line bundle. This means 
that the first component of u2 : X + K (Z/2,1) x X = Pz is nullhomotopic and under 
this assumption one easily sees that the adjoint 
RP” x X + K(Z/2, n + 1) 
of the map 
p_e: FO,,(X; P*, X) = RP”+ F,,,(X; K(Z/2, n + 1)) 
=ieOK(H;-i,dfl+i) 
is again pe = Cy!, w~(A)~+‘+~ 0 W,_i(t). Consequently, the composite 
FO,,(X; P2, X) =RP"L fi K(HT-‘,d+l+i)+ K(Hyei,d+l+i) 
i=O 
induces a homomorphism 
Hd+‘+i(Hypi, d + 1+ i; Z/2) s H,,_i(X; Z/2) -+ Hdtl+‘(RPm; Z/2) =Z/2 
which can be identified to 
w,_i( 5) E H2m-i = Hom(H,,_i(X, H/2), Z/2), 0~ i< 111. 
We now prove point 2 and 3 by computing the relevant differentials in the mod 2 
Serre spectral sequence E, of the fibration (*). Note that 
Egq = Hq(r(StJ); Z/2) 
for we are assuming that A(u) is trivial. Thus, for any p 2 0 Ego = Z/2, E2Pq = 0 for 
O< q < d, E,pd = H,(X; Z/2), and Eidtl = H,,_,(X; Z/2) if’ d > 1. 
Suppose that d 3 1 and consider the transgression 
r: H,,,(X; Z/2) = E$d -+ E;+‘,’ = Z/2. 
The corresponding transgression in the spectral sequence for the path-sequence 
fibration to the right in (Q) is an isomorphism. Lemma 4.1-4.2 together with the 
above remarks on the map p_e of the base spaces therefore show that 7 = w,(t). 
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Suppose next that d > 1. Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 imply that the differential 
E$d+’ ~ E;,d 
is trivial for so is the corresponding differential in the spectral sequence of the 
path-space fibration to the right in (ID). 
Suppose furthermore, that w,(t) = 0. Then Eg = Eld = H,,,(X; Z/2), E;+‘,‘= 
E~-t’30 = Z/2, and EiI$‘= Eg+*,‘= Z/2. The transgression 
H,_l(X; z/2) = E2d+’ = Eod$;’ --, E$;$‘= E;+*,‘= z/2 
can, as above, be identified to w,-,(t). This proves the first part of point 3. 
Suppose finally that w,(t) # 0. Then E$+:+“’ =0 and Ez = kern w,,,(t). Since also 
E :I$” = 0, the transgression 
H,p,(X; Z/2) = Ezsd+’ = El:;’ + E$:;70 = 0 
is trivial, so Ezd+’ = Hm_I(X; Z/2). This proves the last part of the point 3. 0 
The Stiefel-Whitney classes of the tensor product h(u)05 can be expressed by 
the Stiefel-Whitney classes of A(U) and 5. For instance, 
In some cases this enables us to distinguish between components of the space 
sections of Pt. 
Example 4.4. Suppose that 1 < m < n - 1. The space of maps of IR P” into R P” has 
two components, F~(lRP”‘, RP”) and Fz(RPm, Wp”), containing respectively the 
inclusion map i and the constant map 0. Theorem 4.3 with 5 a trivial bundle shows 
that the 2 cohomology groups in dimension d and d + 1 of these spaces are: 
HdF;(RP”, RP”) =2/2@2/2, 
Hd+‘F;(lRPm, RP”) =2/202/202/2 
while 
HdF;(RPm, WP”) = 
Hd+‘F:(RPm, RP”) = 
if 
n+l ( > # 0; m 
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where (“:I) and (z::) denote binomia1 coefficients reduced mod 2. Hence these two 
spaces can not be homotopy equivalent when (“2’) # 0 or (2::) # 0. 
See Crabb and Sutherland [3] for the complete solution to the homotopy 
classification problem indicated in Example 4.4. 
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